The life-saving rules have been developed to keep our people safe while executing high risk activities.

**SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK**
Comply with the Safe Systems of Work in place, use the specified protective equipment and do not override safety critical equipment

**WORKING AT HEIGHT** *From Fluor Life Critical: Work at height*
Protect yourself against falls and others from dropped objects and use the specified protective equipment when working at height

**LIFTING AND RIGGING** *From Fluor Life Critical: Cranes and rigging*
Follow a lift plan, only perform lifting and rigging operations with certified equipment, for which you are trained and certified and do not walk under a suspended load

**HAZARDOUS RELEASE** *From Fluor Life Critical Hazardous energy control / line breaking*
Confirm energy and chemical sources are isolated and depressurised before working on systems or equipment and follow the isolation process in place

**CONFINED SPACE** *From Fluor Life Critical: Confined space entry*
Only enter a confined space if you are trained and authorised to do so, attendant and rescue plan are in place and gas-test as scheduled

**DRIVING** *From Fluor Life Critical: Motor vehicle operation*
Operate vehicles safely, comply with local regulations, wear seat belts in all seats, practice defensive driving, follow journey management plan and do not use handheld mobile devices

**ELECTRICITY** *From Fluor Life Critical: Electrical work*
Obtain authorisation before working on electrical equipment and only if you are trained and certified to do so

**EXCAVATIONS** *From Fluor Life Critical: Trenching and excavations*
Only enter a trench or excavation through safe access and egress points, if it has been inspected and secured and report any changing conditions

**EQUIPMENT AND PLANT** *From Fluor Life Critical: Motorized heavy equipment*
Only operate certified equipment and plant which you are trained and certified to use and always position yourself out of the line of fire in relation to moving and energised equipment and plant

**MANUAL HANDLING** *From Fluor Life Critical: Material handling*
Position yourself and body parts safely when manual handling materials, chemicals, equipment, tools and when moving on foot

The life-saving rules are applicable to anyone working for Stork, directly or as a (sub)contractor, on Stork or Client premises or locations.